
car driving position says excitement, and
the off-white gauges are legible and all
business. The engine is rather loud, it’s
true, and you feel it buzzing the wheel
most of the time in a way the PT Cruiser’s
never does. It’s an emotional thing with car
guys. Some engines make you feel right,
even though they don’t deliver special
numbers. In fact, the husky-voiced Mazda
and the laid-back Chrysler run side by side
in the acceleration tests all the way to top
speed, where the Mazda, at 113 mph, has

a thin-sliced advantage of just 1 mph. 
In concept, this is a notchback sedan

redrawn into a hatchback. The roofline has
been extended rearward some, but not far
enough to give real station-wagon
capacity. Still, the original notch is a darn
good people hauler, an advantage that
enables this Protegé5 to do well in com-
parison with the others here. It can’t match
the space in the PT Cruiser and the twins,
but there’s plenty in just the right places
for two adults, and the seat is exception-

ally comfortable, enough to earn our top
rating.

For cargo, the rear seat folds station-
wagon style, creating a small step down to
the load floor behind. Frat boys may have
to make two trips; capacity is only 18 beer
cases, least of all. But let’s talk barbecue
skewers; the Mazda transports 117-
inchers, two inches longer than in the
second-best Suzuki. 

Okay, maybe the numbers add up to a
weak case, but check that red paint.        
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engine mission brakes handling ride comfort nomics amenities finish styling value drive RATING*

CHRYSLER 7 8 8 7 8 8 8 4 9 9 9 7 87
PT CRUISER

FORD 7 7 7 8 7 6 7 7 8 8 8 7 82
FOCUS ZX5

MAZDA 8 9 9 9 8 9 9 6 9 9 9 10 92
PROTEGÉ5

PONTIAC 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 9 8 8 7 7 81
VIBE

SUZUKI 8 8 7 7 8 7 7 5 7 6 8 7 78
AERIO SX

TOYOTA 9 7 9 8 7 7 7 6 8 8 7 8 85
MATRIX XRS

HOW IT WORKS: Editors rate vehicles from 1 to 10 (10 being best) in each category, then scores are collected and averaged, resu lting in the numbers shown above.
* The overall rating is not the total of those numbers. Rather, it is an independent judgment (on a 1-to-100 scale) that includes

other factors—even personal preferences—not easily categorized.
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